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changeable hysteresis bands
Abstract-the paper describes statistical methods used to * utilization of the inverters thermal capacity for short

diagnose power semiconductors in DTC drive system. Simulation term power increase
was used to train the data-mining model and then trained model These methods are adjusted to the application by estimating
was used to diagnose temperatures. To select the most significant how much thermal capacity of the drive is used for through
training points the design of experiment was applied. . putting power. For full utilization, the power semiconductorsFrom the measurement point of view the challenge is in .

t

predicting the maximum temperature reached by the as the mai source of heat have to be considered durig design
semiconductors (a momentary effect) based on signals that vary and - even better - during commissioning and operation
on much larger time scales, e.g., the cooling water temperature. phase.

In this paper we present some requirements regarding
collection and analysis of drive signals for the purpose of Motor [MVW
diagnosing temperatures.

100
Index Terms- AC motor drives, Fault diagnosis.

1. INTRODUCTION 50

Voltage source inverter technology has entered the medium
voltage drives applications in the past decade. Thanks to its 20
flexibility and scalability, the new technology is now
established in the low and mid power area (1 - 30MW). Fig. 1
shows ABB's MV Drives product portfolio, where LCI 10
denotes the traditional thyristor based current source inverter
and ACS the different families of voltage source inverters. 5
Voltage source inverters gain their flexibility by empoying so
called tur-off semiconductors. These are solid state silicon
switches, which can be turned on and off at any time. 2
Advanced control schemes operate these switches so as to get
perfect control over even the largest electrical motors.
One of the most advanced solutions is Direct Torque Control I
(DTC). DTC is known from publications [1] [5] as well as
from academic books [2]. Core ideas ofDTC are: 0t315

K the basic control loop runs every 25 he 1.82o43s34i16 6.06p9 10.0
t torque and stator flux are controlled on every control Motor [kV]

cycle Fig. 1 MV AC Drives product portfolio
o torque and flux is controlled using hysteresis control
Thanks to this hysteresis control, the converter only The idea presented in this paper is to treat the drive as a

switches when required by the motor and its load. Contrary to black box. We can predict the behavior of drive by looking at
predefined switching patterns (e.g. pulse width modulation its inputs and outputs. Having in mind that not all outputs can

PWM), this results in fewer switching actions per second for be measured, we used simulation to model missing signals.
the same motor torque quality. We divided model signals into three basic groups: inputs,

Knowing that the number of switchings per second is measured outputs and simulated outputs. Later on there will be
traded against available output power, DTC already greatly a description how we have used these groups to train the
optimizes available output power. Several additional control database and how to use the trained database for diagnosis
procedures further increase power utilization, such as: purpose. Diagnosis is done using predictive data-mining
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have high operating parameters like, for example, 4.5 kV. 91
mm IGCT is capable of switching current 3800 A with 2500

II. SELECTIVE DATA COLLECTION VDC or 3300 A with 2800 VDC, it has low on-state voltage
drop and low turn-off switching losses, but nevertheless

Drive monitor [4], ABB's commercial drive diagnostic thermal losses at current measured in kiloamperes and voltage
framework, is capable of storing immense amount of data measured in kilovolts are the key design parameter of drives.
from production lines. Drawing conclusions out of this data Thermal losses are depending on current and switching
however is not straight forward for several reasons: frequency, see Fig. 2 where IGCT thermal limit characteristics

* the majority of the time the drive under test is are presented. Further on in this paper we will present some
operating in good conditions algebraic equations of semiconductor thermal model, but first

* data mining algorithms were developed for look at Fig. 2 suggests that maximum switching current
transactional systems similar to electronic cash depends on the switching frequency, the ambient temperature
registers: an event is always generated whenever the and the case temperature. Due to the complexity of application
customer pays at the cash desk [3]. Applying this to and control, and due to high voltage in the drive, it is only
every cycle of a mine hoist drive, all signals and possible to make simulation experiments to predict IGCT
parameters needed to be saved for analysis, resulting switching frequency and in effect semiconductors temperature.
in gigabytes of data in few days, not providing any
high level knowledge about the machine's condition, I T,A, [Al
the drive's exploitation or possible energy saving 0r
opportunities caused by changing control parameters.

Therefore we used simulation and design of experiment to
select triggering patterns for drive monitor. Instead of
performing experiments according to a plan we can wait for a
predefined condition pattern to measure most significant and
important signals.

1500

Drive Monitor might work in several possible modes: m
* recording state of all variables and loggers

whenever a trigger is fired Soo<
* recording selected variables upon occurrence of a

condition X 100 2 3 a a 0 7 X 900 1 NO
With Drive Monitor we are able to perform series of fs [4v
experiments for the purpose of data-mining and model Fig. 2 IGCT temperature characteristics
training.

We performed simulation of DTC drive behavior
depending on different load and verified these results with a

III. SIMULATION working application in industry. On Fig. 3 there is core idea of
DTC from power electronics handbook [2].

A. Diagnosis ofthe temperatures in AC converter.
We have divided variables into three groups depending on W

the task context, i.e. whether it is simulation or diagnosticsc
(see data flow on Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). Selection

For simulation variable groups are (see Fig. 4): r Table

* parameters: inputs
* measured signals: outputs Ys

* simulated signals: outputs ws Us

Flux and ~~~~CalculationFlux and
TorqueFor diagnostics variable groups are (see Fig. 5): T. Estimator

is
* parameters: inputs IA

* measured signals: inputs IB
* simulated signals: outputs ABC

Fig. 3 DTC drive schematic diagram
We did several simulation experiments to verify correlation

between parameters, external conditions and internal state of Considered in this paper is a simulation of an AC converter
the controlled device. The main effort of the simulations was under different load and final cooling system. In real drive
to find a simple method to predict semiconductors temperature temperatures are measured indirectly by measuring cooling
of ABB DTC MV Drives. The power part of these drives is liquid temperature and special probes inside the circuit. The
using IGCT switching semiconductors. These semiconductors thermal models have been established and validated afready
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during the development of the drives. For training the where
diagnostics database, temperatures will be simulated and in the Ax: hysteresis band
end simulation results will be compared with working xO: controlled signal
industrial medium voltage installation once more. The target T time constant of the a dynamic system (either electrical
of these simulations and measurements is to find the most or electromechanical)
significant factors influencing semiconductors temperatures.

MeasuredSignal Temperatures could be approximated with the following
SW AVG i_s thermal model:
SW FREQ act

Parameters *4 thermal losses in IGCT depend on switching
- Mechanical Torque frequency and switching current

WaterHYST_FACSR SX Siigulation ls * heat transfer is usually calculated using equivalent
nO Simulated SignalsT_1GCT_out RC model see Fig. 7, where formulas are

\\ / gi gglk ~~~~~~~~~~T-diddlerouttd f m 1 (2

TAPLAiodesout presented in formula (2).
m

Fig. 4 Simulation data flow Z( R
th ( Rt2(n) )1-exp(-t /n

The diagnostic process is similar to the simulation process, Where:
but measurement signals are now input to the diagnostic r -hRrC
process. An example diagnostic process is shown on Fig. 5. tn = Rth(n) Cth(n)
Given a set of parameters and measured signals, diagnostic
signals are obtained from the trained model. Single RO-cell
MeasuredSignal

SW AVG ls
SW FREQ act

Simulated Signals th(l) thin}
T_IGCT_out

Parameters Di tics T_diodes_out
- Mechanical Torque T -niodesut

HYST FACTOR
Water Teipereture
nO

0+'\ ~~~~Cth(l) Cth(n)
Fig. 5 Diagnostics data flow

IV. ALGEBRAIC CALCULATION
Algebraic calculations will be more deterministic:

switching frequency is based on general hysteresis controller Fig. 7 Equivalent RC modelmodel shown on Fig. 6.
Describing the whole system with algebraic formula would

------- be the best solution, but due to some nonlinearities, and the
overall system complexity, instead a dependency network (see

_ ---'\ --<-------------------- Fig. 8) was constructed based on engineering knowledge of
x, the system internals, then this network was verified with the

simulation results.
Dependency graph:

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e-pr ireepri l

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pi efpenj= +
Fig. 6 Hysteresis controller epes epends

So switching frequency will be based on formula (1) , having --
t

--
in mind that there are two hysteresis controllers in DTC: one is lds < tcin f en a al
flux controller and second one is torque controller, and eii l pends
consequently time constants are one electrical and second one
electromechanical. a e tor a

1+ Ax>, Lqeid
1
2rln Ax(1) Fig. 8 Dependency graph

~1-x
)O With algorithmic calculation it was possible to check model
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in several point to get confidence in diagnostics results. B. Predictive queries
On trained model one can ask questions about not existing

data, verify missing variable for example one can ask: "what
V. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT will be IGCT temperature on [Sw Avg Is] =200, [T water]

Engineers usually use experience to select most significant 47" the trained model can give the answer, furthermore it can
parameters set, but it is beneficial to use analysis of variability give the answer and tell you what is the confidence level, so
(ANOVA) methods to select most significant parameters. the answer will be: temperature will be 65 with confidence
The design of experiment theory has been applied to select level 92%.
most significant points for the training model. Three level
experiment plan was used for selected parameters. Parameters El UitVew ProctetHd 1)ie6b Dat61566 M6ig Mdeld Ie TIGols W1nd6
selection and parameter limits where dynamically changed QU h
during sequential iterations of the experiments. The whole
simulation model has at least 200 input parameters, each Vt X
simulation experiment takes about 2 minutes execution time a mrining ttre Miidg Is J Mi iFg Model Newer 1rVri Acurac yM, d P d.
on a modem PC. Calculating all parameters in 3 level design z
would take 3200 2.6 * 1096 times 2 minutes - a complexity
impossible to handle. Therefore there was initial pre-selection I i t M Cdrnumn Vle
of parameters based on engineering knowledge. In this paper l H CALo RXYCALCEn mScal

s . 06g~~~~~~ID SW AVg .. . 1.6..4WWWWWW . . .WW;.

there is proposed method for selecting parameters based on [M SW FreoAct9~~~~~~~~~~SW Freq ct r

algebraic calculations and dependency graph. TDiodesOdt TDodeOut
T lgct Out~ ~ ~ Trigtout

TNPI D3 s 6 jb TNpDiodesOut

VI. DATA-MINING IT TWater #7
We used simulation results to train the data mining model.

On trained and tested model we can ask predictive queries.
Testing model is performed on simulated data and will be
performed in industrial environment. Sl_EC

[Mult aiSka ut-, .7T Ig6;t Dit 3

A. Data-mining model _F_n3
3 MuJlt a6ka Out-

SQL server 2005 analysis services supports following NURA FRED7ITjI iDINJ
3(SEi ECI 20 AkS g 5w ]AVij l sl-Z

data-mining algorithms: 47 A 7LT Wate±D AS t

* neural networks
* naive bayes networks

jC:edi C64ka6g Reu1s sE ak ILM

* clustering ReAdy Ln7 CoIl2 Chl2 INS

* decision trees Fig. 9 Predictive Query
* time series
* sequence clustering.

On the trained model one can perform several tasks: FII Ed Vi w Prt 8dlud Debug B3t3be Mining Md' Te_ l,
* predict a discrete attribute T| o s Win6do wC6mrifniU l,
* predict a continuous attribute k_ i
* predict a sequence _h
* find a group of common items in transaction. I Mlt 6kt GUt Ldrnm MDei n] Multa6 Outdim [M -.X..

Detail description which algorithm is suitable for each task a mlii Mininilog Mo, Mininirg MO Mininhg Ac. Miig o
can be found in SQL Server 2005 literature [6]. la <

Depending on the performed task, an appropriate T_
algorithm should be used. In our work we get interesting 64.5966854967 0O.927921711
results in predicting continuous attribute using neural 7

networks. SQL Server provides flexible framework where _ u
trained model is accessed with high level query language !-
hiding algorithms complexity from the programmer. During T

F~~~k6ft ~~Ln 7 Col 12 Chi I2the designing of additional diagnostics packages we will use Read-
different tasks like predicting diagnostics sequences or Fig.. 10 Predictive query result

predicting discrete attributes where different algorithms might VII. BLACK BOX APPROACH VERSUS SIMULATION
be most appropriate.
We used data-mining process in the following scenario: If we have enough time for the simulation in real-time it

* train the model on simulated data from multiple would be most precise while simulator we have is very precise
runs ofthe model and was many time tested against real drive. Problem is that

* verify model on simulated data (or on real data). we would like to have answers in seconds how much further
* perform diagnostics predictive queries on the can we overload semiconductors without compromising safety

trained model. limits. Further on we would like to somehow predict future or
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avoid points where will be now safe way to reduce load simulation data. In some circumstances the most probable
without risk of overheating semiconductors. Summarizing load profile can be associated with drive's internal variables,
black box approach looks interesting for the following and then in consequence algorithms can be trained for
reasons: predicting load profiles and later on effectively predict load in

* well trained model will give the answer fast and extreme conditions.
better then simple protection system; Using selected method we where able to design high level

* with design of experiment we can capture most asset optimization system. It can be tuned for selected
important parameters influencing reaction of the applications - e.g. metal rolling - on a system level where the
system, which in case of the simulation can be load diagram is known in advance for the selected application.
simply not taken into account; This will reduce the risk of stopping the drive during work

* we will answer not only what to do to avoid too under extreme conditions.
big temperature, but also what to do to avoid
"point of no return" see Fig. 11, means situation IX. APENDIXA
that reducing parameters will not guarantee safe Selected variables used in example diagnostics case study:
functioning of the system.

HYCALC_fnom_scale Hysteresis scale factor
j i E Legend hI T water Cooling water temperature

Allowed zone _

4t Conditionally allowed zone 5W avg_1s Switchig average frequency
Power 0 Overheat zone 1 second

sw_freq_act Switching frequency actual
T_igct out IGCT temperature
T_diodes_out Diodes temperature
T_np_diodes_out Null point clamping diodes

temperature
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